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Pharmaology in SpAce Mediciae

by

V. It Relay et al

Future, long, mnned flights cc orbiting space stations as well as
cm lunar and interplanetary spacecraft present a number of new phara.
cological problems. The different aspects of this task, such As effec-
tive dugs for cireuers, prognesis of possible changes in their
conditiom, evaluation of physiologic variables, possible acute or chronic
illnesses (and treatment of sam on the spacecraft) ust be carefully
studied and adequately resolved based on the specific missions to be
acamplisbed. Koreover, spacecraft structure [and size], nmhber ind
role of creamembers must also be consi lered.

RationaL utilization of medications will be one of the crdinal
aspects in progZaing future space missions. At present, we contem-
pl-Ate the use of medications to:

1. stimulate natural eonpens*tory and adaptation nechanisms to

increase tolerane to extreme flight fctors,

2. traei t An illness,

3. enhance performance, eliminAte fatigue and eaotional stress.

For tWis purpose, besides dipping into tle Xrsend1 of available
drugs, new compounds with a specific effect will A] ,o biva to be
developed. At this partirular point An-. time, it is imperative to find
the most practical adminiot.ation methods based on space flight condi-
tions and expirAtion date of the preparations. Probably, the best form
will be tablets and disposable injection syringes.

Amout and type of on-board aedical supplies and equipment will
be dictated by the duration -and nature of the aison, the presence
of A physician in the spacecraft, the size of the scecraft, its pay-
load and a series of other specif ictions.

As we know, a small amount of medications w-s cArried in All Soviet
and American spAce missions. They included .nle ptics, Anlgesics,
Antiradiation drugs, etc. (,A). As progra awd, Cooper injected himself



with dexedrins during the last orbit, although his mental and physio-
logic condltio did not require it (53). As indicated by Dr. Berry
such a medication can, to a certAin degree, mitigate possiblo fatigue
and increase -eychaotcry perfoaace. believe that great emphasis
should be placed on the po"sibility of using st'insnts dozing loog
space missions as well as far diffent critical situations.

otedly, during long space aissions# direct indications for
drugs may be necessaryg requiring a careful prognosis, and consequiently
a well-thbought out appro4cb In the &election of the on-oard medical
supplies. Along with the possible indications for drugs, one mst also
study the characteristic physiologic respomses to individual space
flight factors as well as their complex effects, because..."am and the
same adication, taken... undor different physiologic conditions, can
be remedial o poisms". We believe that this is substantiated by
our data oin different responses to medications following acceleration
(36).

Consequetly, Vw study of the specific effect of medications under
laboratory experimntal conditions (G loads, wsig)tlessaess, prolonged
isolation, etc.) ad possible emergency situations (chame in environ-
mental gasee, radiation effects, upset in meal schedule, etc.) is ne-

W- l-pw ipt b t a necessary stage in the preparation for long space
missions. Ciffenhagen (62) has expressed siailar opinions on this
subject.

Two bsic -aspects of the generkl problems of space phruacology

are:

1. enhance body tolerance to extreme flight fActors and

2. natural response to medications during the simulation of sam
space-flight stresses.

maing the methods considered to improve body tolernce to extreme
flight stresses, medications represent 4n i portant aspect. At present,
we bave sufficient facts supporting the possibility and propriety of the

se of medications for this purpose. Areover, in past missions som
aspects of the problems in question were put into practice. G fores,
mightlessuess, radiation and hypoxia should be considered as cardin&l
stresses in trying to increase boey tolerance by means of nedications.
'Llie requirement for different approaches to increase tolerance to G
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foraem (singv them also medicatioms) is stipulated, first of all, by
tke posile oaurseo situations jbW9 the degree and duration
of the accoleratiom effect am reach the limits of physiologic

e~race.This ean bring aot sot only &a important decrease in
the perfurmance of the pilot, but also harmful conequnces.

The mrit of different drugs capable of emhancino body tolerance
to acceleration was evaluated by investigators in our country as well
A* abffo&d (2,lO,1l,25,3l,4i,42S5556.t,3,Lt). Howvr, to date, this
research wsdcr bas been linited to animal experimentation and the
results axe quite controversial, even for ova And the same preparation.

Mw medications used by the aiuthoce of this pqper are shown in
Table I1. Our exeietal wok has evidenced that because of the

functimal change* brought aboult by the medications it is possible to
Increase or improve considerably the tolerance to transverse accelera-
tion. based em their effect, here is a list of dropg which showed
positive resusi t narcotics and aualeptics, central stiman~ts And
sedative agents, cardiovascular agents, etc. The degreo of effect
depemis an the type of prparatiom, the dose, -Adeizzitration (per os,
injectios, etc.) aid freqmqs~ of Aainistriation. Best results were
obtained with sL_ chnines, saw sympatlomimetic -Agents (phenamine,
adremalin, noradrenalinl and narcotics. Amhinistration of the &fore-
mentioned drugs at optiniil doses decreased animal motality and cardio-
vascular deconditioning caused by G forces (Fig. 1);~ (8413).

Many other -&uthors obtained the saim positive results by using
different drugs to increAse tolerance to G forces (9924,49,27 at wil).

We possess,, therefore b asic indications that the administration

of differetrt Agents represents one of the prospactive and impos t-nt
mqjans to increase body tolerance to G forces. We are P'ow foAed with

the problem of selecting the most effective zedicAtione as well as
the optimal form of their .dministr.4tion under spa.ce flight conditions.
In trying to reach a decision, two basic factors mset be considered:
(it) phasee and condItions, of flight; A-nd (o) the properties of the

medications. During the first phase of flight (lift-off) ther. will
hardly be a need for a special medication becAuase preflight tr,,,ininq

fully conditions the cosanAut to satisfactorily tolerate G loads.
However, during re-entry -an indication for nedic~tions may exist.

First of all, one must consider that After hypodyn.amia (grdvity-free
St~ate, inactivity] tolerance to 3ccelertiO stresses deczeases (32,
50); this is *xpected to be even more *a after long missions. Under
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these conditions, we may be justified to administer *ppropriate mei-
cations only as a Preventive measure.

Wemust also keep in mind the possibility of an emergency situa-
tion causing a sudden increase in the gradient of G fores to critical
levels, which would require quick correction and use of drugs.

Based w available data and on the effect of different agents an
the tolerance to 0 forcs and based on their pharnaceutical rroperties,

me mnt as e that the best suited preparations for the Pupose in
mind will bo m of the sympathamimtic and cetral stimulant agents
such its rhonanine, strychninet, Segurinin, etc. Thes drugs not only
increase tolerance to G forces, but possess also many other properties
that are very belpful wmftr space flight conditions (3,27). We are
skeptical about the usefulness of narcotics and tranqulizes under
these conditions since thne decrease tolerance to stress factors
(13,64), and some of their properties are ummdsirable foe the specific
effects of space flight. The use of tranquilizers should be limited
to correct functionAl aberrations (69); they may be taken vuly in
cases of dire necessity, however, never before re-entry.

Available data Attest to the possible occurrence of different,
important functional changes wider weightless conditioas (16,17,30,47,
48,49,59,lt,5,oo, et ail). The nature and symptemtology of these
disorders way vary depending on the far-tors £nvolved-ature and
duratitm of mission, training of cosavoauts to the specific effects
of weightlessness, reaction of the vestibular Apparatus, etc. In
some instances, cardiovascul-Ar disorders due to prolonged hypodynaia,
decreased afferent stiaulatim, .ud auttwoede disorders complicated
by aotion sickwwss symptomatology may prevail. The use of drugs,
bhmever, is fully Justified for prophylactic reasons and for treating
the ikforesentioned disorders. The selectior of the adications most
be based on the nature of the disorders. In fAct, in the cAse of
decreased cardiovascular systea tonus And orthostatic disorders, som
i naleptics are indicated (pheamine, caffein, etc.) as well as stim-
ulants (strychnine, Securinin, ginseng abd eleuterococcus extracts*,
And others). Administration of cholinolytic agents (metaaisil, pentaphen
and others) is helpful in correcting the motion sickness syndrome.

trAns. Note: Those interested in experimental work carried out with
these extr-cts may find it interesting to read The Effect of an Extract
of Ginseng on the Adreh4l Cortex "n4 gl*utherococcus Senticosus-A M
Medicinal Herb of the Axaliaceae Family. Both papers are in the book
on PhArmacology oi Orientl Plnts, Proceedings of the Second Inter-
naticmal PhArmicologicAl Meeting, August 20-23, 19c.3 av.til,4ble at the
USnAPSVI Aroaedic.,l Library, Crooks AfB, Texas.
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Speialc~m~omdew howewer, aimed at carrecting the pat hogenes is Of
motion sickness (cholime aW d tealis agents, centrdA stimulAnts,
antibistasme and others) would be muc mom~ effectivi.

Altbough, basied on the pesent radiobiologic anwlde i anti-
radiation drugs (iouising radiAtica) a fair amunt of protection c.Af
be Offered,, yet not all necessary measures c.~n be fully eqWloyed under
space flight condition. This is mainly due to the complex spectrum
of cosmic radiation, the biologic effect of which is not, -as yet,
fully iuderstood. However, under these conditions the body is exposed
to the effect of comined and successive factors which will stipulate
the coplxity of the physiopthologic syndrome of the disorders
occurring during space flight. Consequently, the ptoblent of findii
iiitiradiatian drugs applicable to the specific condittions of sp~ce
flight requires a special solution.

Presently, several drug are successfully used by ClinicianS
Lradiation the rapy (cysteanine 0 cystanine, An . serotonin . etc.).0

Sam of these (cysteaniuie, cystanine) could be included in the aedicine
bet as a prophylactic measure against radiation illness. However,

we must kaep in mind that certaint effective 4Antiradiation drugs de-
crease body tolerance to the effect of other flight fActors,, *nd in
part also to G forces .ind vibration (43). The a&foreentioned Atgents
-hould, therefore, be used together with other druts which cAn decrea~se
the unfavorable response to antiriidi.4ion drugs.

Oxygen deficiency during %space mission could present a problem3
only in the case of an emrgncy. Under these conditions medic~ltions
would be mandatory. AvAlable literatture supports the expediency and
prs"pective use of drugs to increase body tolerance to oxygen defi-
ciency (111401hL99299399409 et 41). Compounds decreasing tissue
oxygen retluirement (tranqilixers, narcotic*, antioxydation -*.ents)
&* well as stimaulan~ts of the centrd:i nervous B)403n, the cardiovascul'ir
system, etc. would be best suited fee this purpose. flibernttion should
also be considered (5,23, et al). The praquatical usefulness of drugs
to increase tolerance to oxygen deficiency under different spACe flight
twnditions also remaidns to be deterninod.

Such being the ease, the viedicine chest should ba suapplied with
dxugs o~pdble of increasing tolerAnce to -All sp~oe flight factors.
M~oreover, one must also consider the possible occurrence of ai fr-Ankly
pathologic state. For this purpose, the medicine chest shoul A lso
enntain large spectrm Antibiotics, "ntipiretica, analgesics, diemn-



fectant, etc. 73w claoice of the sedicatioms and their fern of
&a4MA& tatites will be LI-tniand, Ly the iatere And tasks of the

As m tondearlier,0 the iqetam" a ;t iamnaOx I ern Vith
the breadsin Of Space emploratim. Is thus cowli0 basic
eensideratiow moet be gives to tOw pspe and I - g1aty of diffezent

ppylACtiC And curAtiVe agents A" to the VOssibilitY Of SMaMICINg
the - e en' paiysical and mental capabilities during flight (33v
(30909)0

to our opiaion, too little emphasis has been placed an the
spciicty Of tandfern plaw"300,ic pawparatiems adeinistered

so far A"d an their Offset Mn physleal vaine. Research carrIed
cut In the last few years In diffeset inmties, sainly In tUs Soviet
IUsien and the LSAO has cetribisted iqermw t ertcal anid practical
data an the physiological chags ia the @rganim of mwn and animals

e~qme to a leade, vibrationa, ionizing 3radiatI0Mq rle hype-
dyamiaetc. they Indicate thmat depending on the actual situation

in flight and anthe tine at Waich a certain kn* wmy be indicated, tim
PlaysIQoqaIC response to the admiistered mediCatieme nay Cbang M I-
Importan functional changes are pmeent. tb~~~s ais well
acqualnted with the basic physiologic reaction to diffeent aent.
Riq~erine has shoiu *In a large umber of cases, that Woen the body
1% euiPssed to MUNsal factors, Its sensi0tiVity to "mm- sIca
Sabsace OM1-1y Change considerably; I I o cases this has led to
pathologic repma. 0 n fact,, tberapeutic dosags Of CardiAC
glycosides nay he tatic after prlne~hp chpsxi&t (36) or
follning prolong"d expore to trAnsverse G farces (38)0 aft. In
tis comectios It is evident that in space aw4idnes qgrat emphasis
most be placed an responses to drop. In, fact, th"Is la ipeative,
since go are wcncer w ed with N being expwosed to a sris* of Mumual
&treseess for which defense and adaptation meckanism to their effect
have not been learned as yet. this is cofirmed by' available data on
thme influence of such f&,fters as radiAtien, 03 fores and chwngs In
ambient Air. We mist also take int* acCOMet tat AW iqPGUetn
facets of space nediel,~m have been only slightly Iuvestigatsd. First
ad parsmt are the problems of the physiologic Wffed of p rologe
weightlessness. which Are the space-fligt stresses we wwt osi;er
to miner idiosyzcrasies? Apparently all nw situations "a may
encounter under these unusual circusetamoes, such as:

1) dyMnic factors (0 fae"s at lift-off a"d raefetu"y *angAlar
cosmlerat ion, vibratione weightlessness),



2) factors ematioed by ame estruction of the wwlczcaf t
(changeMs L w*~ pswwurs. Nostriced noilty, pecaliari-
ties, of soti" aud flu i t *Ste.)o

3) Mpac factows (differeat lenislag radiation ftm tOe Van Allen
belt, solar flares * etc.),

4) factort pecuar to the vital activity of the astroaut1s
(stres... on te arvess system and mental functions related to

int tamkog chauged day-tight cycle# -rlne coninMM nt,
Unifumrodin"S, Oretly decreased Afferent stimlatIOn, etc.).

"ws eSqile action of the ahfrmetmsd factors cam, of omes.,
herlsg ahest difft -i 4 t"~ hsooi changes and cmserutly
alow the repone to Medication wig a loMV space miGsion. we
have twl Vaied aeeqeowes to different drugs after exposure to
tzrameme a foram ad to diffrent gas Mi-Xtures. However, in have
Obered tht individual roepnrn vary -And depend "Mn Certa"n condL
tiolf. 841 41d 0140 aroi

1* Intensity sad daton of **roe factors,

2. prvalent Influence on any ame Physiologic fanctiom,

3. specific and casetituia la peculiarities as well ae sex wWx
age,

4. pzasdmiC paperts of the medications.

Ow e-lprima wafti, earred cut on animals, hAs reveaed A
relatiambi between dere Owe o response to medications and that of

phsologiceal chage floning exposw v- transverse acceleration.
In fat, vis have obeerved a sudden incrase ini the sensitivity to
GXdI&C glyeeldes (Strqph^DtkiM.Ko Q!MM) to sarVOtics (short
ac~ting barbiturates, ethers chloral byrats, ae.) as well as to
other 4gent following the mqmosur to prolonged G farees (%p to
2 hr.) which caue Iser4 changes In the cardiac functiona. MSore.
over, similar sftresss decrease the sensitivity of the ogganm to

anal&"'ptic drugs (Oaffeinet 2VA* ItSi te etc.). SsneItivity
to adrenalin &lso evidenced great variations. Based on the iftensity
of the a forces and an the in4Svidal respone to ceatuitmatioul we
fow increasmed decreased or perverse reactions to adrenalin following
Mpms~r* (Fig. 2), We belie" that thaws data are m-emely important
beoazse they offer a better insight into the mechanisn of the physio-



logiC diorders as well as better indloatem for the adn~istratimw
at an appawprite madicoation Whw- this booms eexy

-Pa%- dat..t aze available tog difMeorsst ga mixturs. Za
fict, research uexk perfimmed by Dmtrieva (26) and other aastwe
has ShM COUCinIVO pusof that hYPOIIA greaty i-eam swwitivity
to eardiac glycosides, shert Ox P"U46Mgrn k~pm alts pl'swolgic

--eno to radiation effects (596) and the dwatiew of sn mIfc-
tioss (44). Data age also avils anere eOs"itivIty Ito "
agents Is the pcsse.. of Illpwoia (45, et. aI). A cbamp in aOrgrn
partia Puce also bringe about Varied Physiologic rAL me.t

nw faetwe as wall as son sdamtti0s

Ow findings have shin that differes C02 - otrAtUMW are
equally repineIbl for iqOrtant &An"*s in b* 1"NitivIty to

pareslogaalagents. Here again, maifestati m and degree of
dhnge wn stipulated byv the af~r I- 1taed cs"tiemb (dwation
A"d Intensity af stress factiorst Propertes, of phammalegica
ageuts, etc.) (Fig. 3). Dat*a on the laft~me am ysilogi reactions

de to the 00iinWd effect of h-prqsia and hypengIC &M e fSpeia
intereot. in fat, so" od.!f B.; 1 1d-0.l1projects VMS aied at
gain better kneldg i toghis ara.

rest R raLt as well asprspctd MA do nt eucledt th
effect of p.l.Is anagr aesloatows and ote facters leadinG
to the xtioa sickness syndrom. tqyaxis, ad treatment of motin
sicknss have bown the object of mc reearchk ink, howvert too
little eba ads has been plaved an possible cmages in ""vsolegic
rews lwfr tb**e conditions. Bkad am eqirita wow. carried
out by ftstav (37 ,3&,I) motin dhages, first of all# the fwwmtimal
tem of tie emetic ventez a~bih, In turn, Inoreases be* sensitivity
to pirbe.Apparntly,, fmictiomal. changes in the CS axe not
limited to the emsecemr MW tin UAW of different drow will
aftrd a better iuig4t of the specific physiologic reiesto ftese

1matis".

Our kmiewledg lip-n this area is lmted aily beew-mme at tUs
difficulties LDinVolv in simulating Usiotlosswsss ix4sr labsratery
ONmditions. Is recest Years, dfeetivestigators have aeese
w~jects, to p -loge bed rsorto Inmersima, and 4daU availa&ble
Mn physiolegic responses to one Mdiatis Mder these Conditilons

are only fagmatary (70). lver, thee studies owe limited to
the repneof the Autonomic nervos system, d negleteds responses
of the cardieisoua~r system to mediestioms. Ike w~e of cetain



pbarn COlOgical agents could preserve -kn acdequa~to cardiac fimetioc
and tonus of the peripheral vessels; future izzwctiga tSops aill, by
all mans, tbrow a light also onz this impartant fa&Cet of our quenst.

Ionizing radiation, a thoroughly investigated factor of spce
flight, can bring about different functinl disorders. In fact,
ixp~rtant change* in the ad.zptation and rogulatory nechanims of the
Aervb" and endocrine system have been osrved. They c: n~ition,
-first of all, the phiysiologic reeponses to different extersial environ-
mental factors as wall as to drugs (7,21,,22 at al). Based on expori-
aenaW datal it can be stated that physiologic responses to medications
depend Wpon the seVerity of the symptoms and degree of possible radia-
tion damage. FOX OxaW;.e, in the first hours after exoeuw to ionizing
radiation the effect of barebituric acid is clearly weakened (20,2S, et
Al); bOwws, at the time Of tkW severest nanifesotations of tb* dizea&*
sensitivrity to barbituratos increases considerably. Moreover, conclua-
sive data was also obtaluned ith ether, nitrous acid derivative. and
other naxciftic substances (339,6, at al). Physiologic responses to
cardiowascular agents in the presenc* of radiation illness are often
altered. In fia-n, during the early stages or the incubation period,
the vasocoAmtrictor action of adrevAlixn, pituitrin anid other pharmaco-
logical agents is decxeased, ho~mvr, at the beight of the illness it
is enhanced (12,35,51,54, at al).

Valuable data is alsoaailable on the physiologic responses, to
azaleptics, centra~l -Andc cardiovascular stimulants, cleatherapeut ic
agents, diuretics, and other~s.

The Aforementioned data %ttest to tbe fact that ionizing radiation
can change considerably the physiologic respo3sos, to nany phamaceutical
agents. Consequently, to select the most rational wethodrs of adAinis-
tration and to avoid possible complications, it is imperative to le~ra
the pecmliar action of the par.~cologic~1 agents during the different
phases of the radiation disease.

Our experimental dataj, as well as those in literature, show,
bycrnd a doubt, that even the isolated effect of individual space
stXJss factors entails important changes in thea physiologic response
to pharaa.wlo9Aical agen%.. Those findings are of great practical
importance for tha probl"~ at hand-space pha=mdcology. Unless we
possess the krnxledgeo f tha peculiar action of drugs during siauilation
of different spAce-flight stresses the cesan..uts way not only be
excposed to undesirable therapeutic effocts but even to injurous

C)



consequences. This is of extreme jiorta"ce, Sinly because during
a space mission edical contrcl of physiologic respons to drugs is
quite difficult, and rendering qualifiod and specialised edicdl
assistance way be impossible.

The influence of the space-stress factors Coplex on physiologic
fun-tions aust be thoroughly investigated, especially response variances
udr these conditions. Data available on the combined influen, of
changes in tesperature and G loads (58), hypoxia and G forces (34,57).
ionizing radiation and G forces (4), as well as other combixwd factors
give sufficient reasaw for the urgency of widening the scope of the
research work in this area with tI aim of learning the peculiar
physiologic responses vmIer space squivalest conditions. As already
xecognized by several authors (9,30,S2,09), the task of forging a
nKw scientific iscipline -"Nspace pharacology"- merits our highest

In conclusion, we should concentrate our attention on:

I. the study of phanxacoloical agents that eztAac physiologic
tolerance to mafavorable space factors,

2. the study of the pharmAcoiyuawic properties of different drugs
based on. various physiologic responses,

3. finding optimal dosages and administration methods for different
drugs under siaulated spaoe flight conditions,

4. and on the use of pharmacological agents (as Analyzers* of
physiologic functions) to understand the actual effects of
space factors on the human body.

A successful solation of these highly isport Arnt problems can be
assured only by encoaging the cooperation of d f erent specialists:
phar^acologists, chemists (synthetic products), physiologists and
clinicians.

*1Trns. Note: liter-1 transl1a'tion.
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Table 1*

Influence of pharmacological agnts
on animal tolera=c, to transvsrse accelerations

Agents Redats

Narcotics (thiopental sodium, Sall doses enhanced and large doses
chloral hydrate, and others) decreased tolerace.

Aaleptics (caffeine, Corazol and No consequential effect.
others)

PFbhnamin. strychnine. Rahanced tolerance at optinal doses.

Phenatin Decreased tolerance.

Vascular stimulants (adrenalin, Ehanced tolerance.
noraek*Dalin, ephedrine)

Nitroglycerin, dib zol No consequential effect.

Cardiac glycosides (strophAntn-K) HIaanced tolerzce.

Antiradiation drugs (cysteamine, Decreased tolerance.
cystamine)

*Trans. Note: More detailed informiation on dosigs and experiMental procedures
are gien in a paper by the same Authors: "Effect of acne drugs on tolerance of
accGlerationo", NASA Technical Translation, NASA f F-22b, p. 79 (avail-ble
in Document Sactiorq Aeromedical Librakry, Brooks AFB, Texas)
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Fig. 1. W of rabbits exposed to transverse acclration; cOntrol
runs (A), after the adwdnistration of otrychmino (B): a-before xposure;
b,c,d-lst, 3rd and 6th inate of exposure; e-2 mtm, after exposure.

--- B

min. min.

re*
of

Fig. 2. Coronary circuldAtioc response (above) dnd blood pressure
in the femoral artery (below) -ft*X the % dinistrAtion of 0.002 mg/Kg
adrenalin before e-qosure (A) and 15 min. aft*er (B) exposure to
transverse acceler.tion of 12 Gs.

Figs. I .and 2
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Fig. 3. 1jn1unme o CO2 (8-1(; in gs iixture) on the duration Of
ether (wbite columns) and of intraperitoneAl* (dark colmns) an*stlsia
in whit* ice. ordinate: durtiau of .AnesthesiA in PercentiL values
of control data; abarissa: *Nposwe time to gAG Amixture.

4kna. Not*: In the Russian caption this term e ins with the letters
intra aftar which three letters are missing (not printed) "d then
narkY9x . Since intra....arko vogo o" intra rkopovogo is not
listed in any of the dictionaries -vailAble in our Section, the trans-
lator has liberally translaued it As intraperitoneal.
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